W allace and colleagues' 1 article on tagging audio-recorded patient-physician interactions is intriguing, because they bring state-of-the-art machine-learning methods to a relatively prosaic problem that has potentially great implications for medical decision-making research and clinical decision support.
Understanding the patient-physician interaction must be a first step to supporting shared decision making between these two participants, whether we model it formally, with decision analytic models based on maximizing expected utility, or whether we pay attention to the psychological aspects of that interaction. The physician's opinion probably matters the most to patients, [2] [3] [4] but how that opinion is communicated or could be modulated, through a decision-making intervention, depends on the type of empirical research conducted by Wallace and colleagues.
The prosaic problem they address is straightforward. The best research on the patient-physician interaction requires video recording and tagging of the video at multiple levels. Second best is audio recording. As the authors point out, the dimensions for tagging were initially articulated by Roter 5 in her Roter Interactional Analysis (RIAS) framework over 35 years ago, where dimensions of coding include 6 gathering data, education and counseling, building a relationship, activating, and partnership building. 7 Wallace and colleagues' General Medical Interaction Analysis System (GMIAS) aims to include greater domain knowledge (e.g., the domain of HIV treatment) to enable the computer to perform automated tagging. 8 As a student might say, ''Wouldn't it be great if we could get the computer to do the tedious job of coding?'' And this is the task that Wallace and colleagues set for themselves.
Their effort begins after the recording has been transcribed and divided into ''utterances,'' sequences of words spoken by a participant (physician or patient) before the switching of speakers. Thus, issues of tone, pauses, and timing are not represented. Further, they restrict the coding to just the topic level-that is, the content of the utterance, not its ''speech act,'' the interpersonal component. Their topic scheme is still broad, including tags for biomedical, psychosocial, logistics, socializing, antiretroviral (HIV) treatment, and missing/other.
The heart of their contribution is the algorithm that ''reads'' the utterances and applies these topic tags. The algorithm is based on conditional random fields (CRFs), a type of probabilistic graphical model (PGM). PGMs have a long history, with either path analysis in the 1920s or hidden Markov models from 1966 9 as progenitors. The Society was involved in some of these developments in the 1980s, when uncertainty in the artificial intelligence community overlapped with that in the medical decision-making community because of the common interest in making high-stakes decisions in contexts of uncertainty.
The key product of that turmoil was the Bayesian (belief) network, because the posteriors calculated from those models could be fed into expected-value decision analytic models. Pearl's 10 book on these models was influential in providing many researchers with a concrete basis for extending this work.
But GPMs proved important in many other domains beyond medical diagnosis and decision making, such as computer vision, spatial analysis, bioinformatics, and natural language processing (NLP). The latter two have many affinities, since so many bioinformatics problems involve sequences of nucleotides or high-order motifs, and NLP involves sequence of phonemes, words, or utterances.
The path (pun intended) from the progenitors to the conditional random field used in the Wallace study involves a series of generalizations from those original models and realizations that different algorithms were closely related, because they each segregated part of the network from the rest of the network (e.g., through the Markov property), and each was able to complete the overall calculation by stitching together local calculations. Hidden Markov models are simple Bayesian networks, and conditional random fields generalize hidden Markov models, as examples.
More important, CRFs succeed in this and other domains, with more than 2000 publications, all but 10, since 2001. They have been applied to handwriting, text, image, and bioinformatics classification, segmentation, behavior-recognition, and prediction. The application to patient-physician interaction is a solid example.
Were the results in the Wallace study good? Recall (sensitivity of the classifier) ranged from 0.37 (the topic of ''socializing'') to 0.81 (''biomedical''), and precision (positive predictive value) ranged from 0.50 (the low-prevalent ''socializing'') to 0.67 (''biomedical''). In contrast, a study using CRFs to extract drug labels for medical conditions achieved a recall of 0.73 and precision of 0.90 for exact matches, 11 and another study, using CRFs to extract biological terms from texts (the task of ''named entity recognition''), achieved recall and precision of 0.91 each. 12 In a study classifying medical problems in medical discharge summaries to 1 of 6 possible tags, Jiang and colleagues 13 achieved a recall of 0.72 and a precision of 0.83 for the algorithm closest to what Wallace and colleagues used (bag of words).
We must conclude, then, that another algorithm might do better or that the task of utterance tagging is more complex than these other domains. In a CRF study applied to broadcasting, looking for agreement or disagreement among speakers, Wang and colleagues 14 achieved a recall and precision of 0.47 and 0.69, respectively. That these numbers are closer to Wallace and colleagues' suggests that it is the more nebulous task of dealing with natural speech than the more constrained task of dealing with professional medical text that it is the source of the poorer performance.
But beyond the details of the algorithm and the performance, there is a potential that we should address. The mantra of clinical decision support is to provide the right information to the right agent at the right time in the right format through the right channel. 15 The ideal version of this support is what I call the ''informatics scrub nurse.'' Just as a scrub nurse hands the surgeon the correct instrument before it is requested, the informatics scrub nurse (a computer program) would present the provider with just the right information required, before it is requested.
The vision, then, is that a computer, using latergeneration tools based on those of Wallace and colleagues, would listen in on the conversation between the participants and provide information-to either participant-to aid in decision making. Certainly, the Society is familiar with several approaches to aiding decision making. The Ottawa Decision Framework possibly comes the closest to the approach of Wallace and colleagues. It gives specific decisionoriented tasks for the steps of ''gathering data'' (e.g., assessing client and practitioner determinants of decisions), ''education and counseling'' (e.g., providing decision support), and ''building a relationship'' (e.g., evaluate quality of decision and decision making process). 16 More needs to be accomplished for this vision to come to pass, as Wallace and colleagues point out:
The algorithm needs to be applied to speech acts, and the domain knowledge left out of this study must be brought to bear. Furthermore, domains outside of medical care of HIV patients need to be addressed. For instance, how do the topics, and the performance on topics, change when surgical care is involved? Or medical complications? Or families?
As a field, we clearly have a way to go before we see this vision come to pass. It is heartening to see how prior work and current research build on each other.
